Otomycosis treatment: Topical Drops versus Cream – A prospective randomized study
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Introduction

Otomycosis, also known as fungal otitis externa is one of the most common conditions encountered in a general ENT practice. Wide spread use of steroid and antibiotic drops or prior otologic procedures have led to increase in prevalence of this condition [1,2]. Prevalence of this condition is more in tropical and subtropical humid climates. A high prevalence rate of 9% has been mentioned for otomycois amongst patients presenting with otitis externa [3]. The common organism that cause otomycosis are Aspergillus fumigatus, Aspergillus niger, Candida albicans of which aspergillus Niger is found to be predominant [4,5].

Though this condition is not fatal it does presents a challenge for otolaryngologists for it often needs long–term treatment and follow–up. It also tends to recur quiet often [6]. Difference of opinion does exists regarding ideal treatment modality of otomycosis. Treatment options for otomycosis commonly include elimination of predisposing factor, thorough cleaning of the canal, use of topical antifungals.

Studies show clotrimazole as one of the most effective agents for management of Otomycosis, with reported efficacy rate of 95% to 100 %. It is available as powder, lotion, and solution and is considered free of ototoxic effects [7]. Commonly topical Clotrimazole drops are used 2–3 times a day for 7–10 days or till cure. Putting drops so frequently for long is definitely cumbersome especially for office class patients. Some studies have suggested use of Clotrimazole cream for this purpose however there is a dearth of comparative randomized data. Thus in this study the aim was to compare the treatment efficacy of 1% Clotrimazole drops with 1% Clotrimazole Cream.

Methods

This was randomized control study performed over a period of 3 months. Inclusion criteria consisted of all consenting patients with otomycosis. Patients with chronic otitis media, mastoidectomy cavity, uncontrolled diabetes and those using hearing aids were excluded from study. Diagnosis of otomycosis was based on clinical feature and otoscopy finding.

of matted hyphae, spores, or curdy precipitate in the external auditory canal. Patient were told to rate the symptoms as per visual analogue scale (VAS). The symptoms were pain, blocked sensation and pruritis. A proper suction clearance of the external canal was done by otoendoscopy or otomicroscopy.

Using computer generated random number table patients were allotted to either of the two groups. Group A consisted of 1% Clotrimazole drops and group B comprised of 1% Clotrimazole cream.

Group A patients were instructed to instill 1% Clotrimazole drops three drops three times a day and to review in outpat after a week. For group B patients, 1% Clotrimazole cream was filled in 2 ml syringe and external auditory canal was filled with this cream under endoscopic guidance. Cotton was placed in EAC and patient was told to review in outpatient department after a week. During follow up the symptoms were evaluated again and EAC was examined. Patient was considered treated when there was no evidence of residual fungal debris. If during the first visit patient had evidence of otomycosis, the treatment was repeated and patient reviewed again after a week.

After cure all the patients were asked a standard question. “If the results are same will they prefer one time instillation of cream or topical drops which needs to be instilled daily three times”. The answer was noted.

**Statistics**

Requisite statistical tests were applied on the results. Fishers’s Exact Test was used for comparing the symptom change between two groups. McNemar’s test was used for Intra group symptom improvement. P value <0.05 was considered as significant difference.

**Results**

Total 60 patients formed the study group with 30 in each group. Gender wise distribution in both the group was almost equal figure 1.

Series 1: Group A. Clotirimazole drops

Series 2: Group B. Clotimazole ointment

In both the group all the patients were evaluated after seven days and the same symptoms were noted. External auditory canal of patient was checked with endoscope and findings recorded. The results at the end of a week are as per figure 2.

Series 1: Group A. Clotirimazole drops

Series 2: Group B. Clotimazole ointment

11 patients in the group with antifungal drops persisted with pain and 13 in the cream group. 8 patients in the drops groups had pruritis as compared to 6 in the cream group. 3 patients in drops group had discharge as compared to 4 in the cream group. Otomycotic debris persisted in 9 patients in the drops group and 11 patients in the cream group.

13 patients in the drop group persisted with complaints of ear blockage as compared to the cream group which had 22 patients having blocked ear sensation.

When compared to the symptoms on day one to day 07 the change in symptoms in both the groups was significant (p < 0.05). Statistically significant difference was also noted for the improvement in otomycotic debris in both the groups. With inter group comparison there was no sadistically significant difference in the symptomatic improvement between both the groups except for symptom of ear blockage. The group with cream had significantly more sensation of ear blockage compared to the drops group.

The results of change in symptoms after two weeks as per figure 3.

**Figure 1:** Symptoms in both the group at start of treatment.

**Figure 2:** Symptomatic change and otomycosis remnant after 7 days.

**Figure 3:** Symptomatic change and otomycosis remnant after 2 weeks.
Series 1: Group A. Clotrimazole drops

Series 2: Group B. Clotrimazole ointment

On second week follow up significant improvement was noted for all the symptoms when compared to symptoms on day one. There was no significant difference between the two groups in terms of symptoms and remnant otomycotic debris.

For the response to the question asked to all the patients at the end regarding choosing the preferred modality of treatment (drops Vs cream) given that the efficacy was same, 45 out of 60 patients preferred using cream considering the convenience of treatment modality.

Discussion

Otomycosis is a common condition encountered in ENT Outpatient department which consists of fungal infection of the external auditory canal wall. The patient mainly presents with otalgia, pruritus, block sensation, and otoscopy shows presence of otoscopy finding of matted hyphae, spores, or curdy precipitate in the external auditory canal. Study by Pradhan et al suggested pruritis as the main symptom of otomycosis whereas study by Ho Tang et al reported it to be 23% [6,8].

There is no proper agreement regarding the effect of various antifungal agents used for otomycosis and various agents have been used for the same [9]. Though, use of appropriate antifungal agent along with mechanical debridement remains the mainstay of treatment. Amongst antifungals topical clotrimazole remains widely used agent [7]. 1% Clotrimazole cream has been used for treatment of this condition with good efficacy [10]. In present study too patients gave good response with use of cream.

Patients using 1% clotrimazole drops have to instill drops in affected ear three to four times a day. This can become very cumbersome for office going person. Besides, direct instillation of antifungal solution is also associated with burning sensation especially in cases of perforated drum [11]. There is an argument that use of antifungal cream increases the contact time of the agent with the meatal skin. Blocked sensation was more in patients in whom topical cream was used which is a known fact as reported by Hurst et al. [12].

There are not many studies comparing the use of 1% clotrimazole drops with that of 1% cream in treatment of otomycosis. Study by Abou Halawa et al used clotrimazole ointment for otomycosis and compared use of wick with regular application and found that self-application and wick application both have same efficacy for relief from otomycosis [11]. Studies have reported that otomycosis recur in almost 8.89% of treated subjects [13] It takes around 2-3 weeks of to achieve cure from disease. Thus to reduce chance of recurrence and to improve patient wellbeing as well as considering the ease of installation the present study compared cream versus drops.

The question asked to all patients at the end of treatment as to their preference of treatment modality went in favor of 1% clotrimazole cream. This may be due to the fact that patients prefers one time instilling of cream instead of self-medication of putting drops 3-4 times a day.

Conclusion

From this prospective randomized study it can be concluded that use of 1% topical clotrimazole drops and 1% clotrimazole cream are equally effective in management of otomycosis. Cream leads to more block sensation during the first seven days when compared to drops. However when given a choice considering the fact of only single time application, patients prefer use of topical cream over drops for treatment of otomycosis.
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